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Introduction

The higher education industry is increasingly global, and high-ranked universities receive students from all parts of the world. This global student mobility has rapidly accelerated in scale. In 2018, about 5.6 million tertiary students crossed a national border for higher education in an OECD member state, compared to 2.2 million in 1998 (OECD, 2020). X University in Scandinavia (anonymised) is no exception due to the last decades of institutional transformations (Biggs & Tang, 2011; Frölich et al., 2013), particularly since the Bologna process streamlined higher education within the European Union and increased the inflow to Scandinavian universities of students from both within and outside the EU. These developments have increased the diversity of students in classes, bringing pedagogical challenges for teachers and teaching institutions. This is particularly the case since two-thirds of the inflow of students to the OECD countries comes from developing countries (OECD, 2020).

This paper addresses one of the pedagogical challenges that followed the presence of increasingly multinational and multicultural student groups, particularly the increased diversity of academic backgrounds among students. We would like to stress that this diversity is not a problem but a possibility, an opportunity, even if also a challenge. The multitude of individual backgrounds among the students contains a pedagogical and epistemological richness that can be invoked and applied. This multitude of individual backgrounds also creates a need and a possibility for teachers to reflect on their habitual teaching and how it corresponds to increased student diversity while attempting to support and increase students' awareness of the contextualised nature of teaching and learning.

Teachers thus need to adjust to the international classroom. At the same time, these international students must adjust to the teaching practices and requirements of a, in this case, northern European university to manage educational (and institutional) demands. The pedagogical challenge arises: how to help the students adjust to the ways of ‘doing’ university studies in a new educational and institutional context to optimise student retention while keeping a high standard on educational and academic demands on the students? And a further practical challenge is achieving this without invoking reductive stereotypes among teachers and students alike. This was the challenge that confronted us as we were offering a master’s programme for students from over thirty countries from all around the world.

Theoretically, this challenge can be conceptualised and understood as an encounter between different teaching and learning regimes (TLRs). To be more precise, students with prior experience of different TLRs are gathered at a specific university with its own TLR, which the students need to adjust to and master to manage the educational (and institutional) demands of a new programme in a new university. TLR, a concept coined by Trowler and Cooper (2002), implies a constellation of assumptions, rules, relationships, and practices regarding the conduct of higher education that colours academic staff members’ performance in their profession. In Trowler and Cooper (2002), TLRs become a heuristic tool in a reflection process among university staff to be aware of their situated knowledge and a tool for unpacking institutional norms and tacit professional knowledge and considering its implications for conducting teaching (see also Papier, 2008; Trowler, 2020).

The use of TLR in teaching and learning is extended in a novel way in this paper. This is the paper’s contribution to the research on teaching and learning in higher education. The idea presented and discussed in this paper is that TLRs are not only a heuristic tool that can be applied in teacher reflection but may also be fruitfully applied in the classroom in student-teacher interaction. We argue that such an application can help students reflect upon the TLR they have experienced in earlier education and see and adapt to the new TLR they confront when attending a new university. Consequently, we decided to bring the TLR into the classroom to initiate a dialogue about learning conditions and contexts. Metaphorically speaking, we took the students ‘backstage’ and revealed our TLR (as we understand it): talking about how we perceive knowledge, learning and teaching and asking the students to talk about how they understood knowledge, learning and teaching. In sum, we spent an introductory week of meta-reflection before letting the students continue with the master’s programme’s introduction course, expanding the applicability of TLR in the process.

We let the students write down their reflections on learning the past week at the new university programme. The following year we repeated this process. The written student reflections constitute the empirical material that this paper is based on. Methodologically, we approach these reflections as expressions of confessions of the Self, i.e., a technology of the Self as laid out by Michel Foucault (1985, 1986, 1997). Analytically, this process takes shape as dialectics of de-subjectification and re-subjectification. Consequently, the students’ reflections indicate how they apprehended and understood themselves as learning subjects and core aspects of their own TLR in relation to the TLR of the new university.

In the next section of the paper, the theoretical and methodological framework is outlined in more detail. The literature on TLR is reviewed, and the methodological approach, based on Foucault’s work on de-subjectification and re-subjectification, confession and avowal, is presented. In the third section, the case is introduced. In the fourth section, the students’ reflections on TLR are presented, thematised, analysed and discussed. The paper concludes by discussing the moral implications of applying the TLR in the classroom and outlining some practical recommendations.

Teaching and learning regimes and didactic technologies of the self

Studies in higher education have dealt with learning from a developmental perspective (students go through several predestined stages) to a reflexive learning approach, in which learning is a social activity intertwined with identity building. They have studied teaching in similar ways, from seeing teachers go through developmental stages to seeing teaching as an identity-building social activity. Teaching
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and learning regimes (TLRs) have become an established umbrella concept within the more recent strands of higher education research. TLR, defined by Trowler and Cooper (2002, p. 24) as a “constellation of rules, assumptions, practices and relationships related to teaching and learning issues in higher education”, has for two decades been widely applied and developed. It is an analytical framework that works through a sociocultural lens, emphasising teaching and learning as co-created practices (Mathieson, 2012; Bager-Elsborg, 2018). It aims to untangle and systematise university teachers’ different teaching and learning philosophies, imaginations, practices and performativities as defined by their academic biography and direct attention to how these regimes affect teachers’ approach to new approaches to teaching and learning (Fanghanel, 2009a). Agency becomes a key concept here, even if teachers’ agencies are always entangled in larger institutional contexts, communities of practice, and significant networks of trusted colleagues (Mathieson, 2012; Roxå & Mårtensson, 2013).

A TLR is inherent in the everyday practices of teaching and learning that are corporeally and symbolically expressed or performed in different moments of social interaction (Hannon et al., 2017). For Trowler (2009, 2020), the eight moments are: power relations, implicit theories of learning and teaching, conventions of appropriateness, recurrent practices, tacit assumptions, codes of signification, discursive repertoires, and subjectivities in interaction. Further, Trowler and Cooper (2002) argue that incompatibilities between different TLRs often do not surface until critical incidents occur, revealing the apparently incommensurable nature of the different approaches to teaching and learning. Here, the TLR framework has been considered useful for addressing the teacher as a professional subject/agent in a specific sociocultural institutional context. From a change management perspective, TLR has also been considered a useful tool to facilitate change in pedagogical epistemologies and inspire innovative approaches to teaching (Fanghanel, 2009a; Bager-Elsborg, 2018).

A scholarly discussion on the limitations and future possibilities of the TLR framework for sure exists (see Ashwin, 2009; Fanghanel, 2009b; and for a summary Trowler, 2020, chapter two), though this is not of direct concern in terms of how TLR is applied in this study. Of primary interest here is the eighth moment: subjectivities in interaction. For Roxå and Mårtensson (2009), awareness of the TLR offers possibilities for the knowledgeable agent to transform their teaching over time. In a similar vein, Trowler (2020, p. 13) states that “individual subjectivities are very significant in change processes”, further adding that “[u]nderstanding the nature of the subjectivities in interaction and the likely patterns of how they will play out is a really important element in the change process”. But in this scholarly discussion, the focus has been on the teachers and their conduct or practice of teaching (but see Lisewski, 2020). The students have, meanwhile, been somewhat invisible in the discussion.

Recently, Hussein and Schifflbein (2020) remarked that students who travel abroad will encounter an environment with different classroom culture (besides possible language difficulties). But this is not all to consider, and in practice, an international student may also encounter a completely new TLR. The question that follows is how this challenge might be fruitfully addressed. Thus, we have been provoked to ask/wonder about/consider/contemplate the question: what if the existence of TLR also were communicated to and discussed with international students? Because if the heterogeneity of previous learning experiences is not taken into consideration in an international class of students, can it not make learning unnecessarily difficult for some and result in positive discrimination of others? So, we decided to try to bring the concept of TLR into the classroom to create a discursive space and vocabulary for discussing imaginations and experiences of regimes of knowledge, teaching and learning with the students. By doing so, we wanted to find out if students could develop their academic competence through an awareness of the existence of different TLRs.

In respect to the eighth moment of Trowler (2020: 13), the interactions between teachers and students, as well as interactions between students, are also situations of subjectivities in interaction. To Trowler and Cooper (2002), a university teacher’s identity will change in a move to a new university even if underlying values and beliefs may more or less remain the same. Still, readjustments in working practices and sense of self are usually conducted to adjust to the new TLR. But to not feel like a ‘novice’, the teacher subject may resist some practices of the new TLR. This might perhaps be seen as a discomfited habitus responding and adapting to a novel field following the practice logic of Pierre Bourdieu (1990). The same goes for the students, who will also experience pangs of adjustment in confronting novel demands in the new learning context. The shift to learning cultures shifts us beyond views of international students as deficit learners to reframe the challenge as one rooted in embedded cultures of teaching and learning (Tange, 2021). Tange captures the cultural and institutional challenges facing students thus:

> Most students internalise tacit disciplinary practices as undergraduates, which makes the transition from BA to MA relatively smooth as long as it happens within the same institution and discipline. In contrast, Masters students transferring to a new institution, subject area, and department are challenged because they are supposed to perform the role of a postgraduate expert learner, but lack tacit knowledge about local rules and routines. (Tange, 2021, p. 95)

Moreover, the diversity of the student body presupposes the presence of many different learning experiences linked to variations in previous TLR. Thus, an awareness that moving to a new university, with new peers and teachers, implies a confrontation with an unfamiliar TLR should be beneficial for the student (and teachers) and not be apprehended as a threat to identity. Feeling insecure due to a lack of familiarity with a new TLR easily feels like having your identity threatened, and this may trigger critical incidents in the classroom (Trowler & Cooper, 2002), potentially eroding class climate and student learning (for discussion, see Ambrose et al., 2010, Chapter 6). But an understanding of the TLR of previous studies as something formative of the student’s identity, as well as for other students, may disarm or reduce the feeling of insufficiency in the current moment. That, in turn, makes it easier to relate to and adapt
to the new university’s TLR, simultaneously facilitating movement in students’ subject positions. The latter point brings us to Foucault’s notion of the subject of the Self, de-subjectification and re-subjectification in focus here.

Harcourt (2020) characterises Foucault’s work as an attempt to write a history of truth-production, focusing on its legal forms, historical forms, political and economic forms, and in his final works during his twilight years, on truth and subjectivity, particularly on truthful speech as a practice of taking care of the self. These practices were meant to not only change the views of others but also to change the self. This interest in the art of living is developed in the second, third, and recently published fourth volumes of The history of sexuality (Foucault, 1985, 1986, 2021). The care of the self relates to the very process by which the self comes to exist as a distinct subject to be recognised by others, while the art of existence relates to intentional transformations of the self/subject (Foucault, 1985; Myers, 2008). He analysed modes of subjectivity in classical Athens, imperial Rome, and in the fourth volume, early Christian doctrines, to understand the contextual conditions of subject formation or subjectification (Macmillan, 2011; Elden, 2016; Foucault, 2021). There is, however, a lack of consistency in how Foucault defines confession and which dimensions it consists of (for instance, a distinction between the confession of sin and a confession of faith) due to that he considered the confessional practice in different cultural settings and temporal epochs (Büttgen, 2021). This may be seen as a philosophical inconsistency but does not have consequences in this paper as it is Foucault’s reasoning rather than the precise meanings of concepts applied here.

More precisely, in Foucault’s line of thinking, confession becomes a technology of the self to bring about change in the subject position. Individuals ransack their behaviour, ways of thinking, and emotions by comparing them with societally established discursive sets of norms and moralities. They then decide if they need and want to change to come closer to ‘normal’ behaviour (Foucault, 1985). Subjective change is thus manifested through speech or avowal as confessional speech becomes a device of control and simultaneously signals whom the individual wants to become (Dean, 1995). How these confessional practices work then differs depending on the historiographical context. As an example, the confession in Christianity aimed to create conformity to religious sets of moral conduct, while differing ethics were at work in classical Greek society (Foucault, 1985, 1986). An active attitude in self-making demands a constant pending or dialectics between having a conscious attitude towards potential dimensions of the subject and reorienting the self – a subjectification that contains simultaneous de-subjectification and re-subjectification. In order words, Foucault (1985) at least implicitly postulated a constant oscillation between de- and re-subjectification. Of TLR in an extraordinary context – a dialogue among students and teachers during an introductory week on a Master’s programme at a university in Scandinavia. The methodological part is based on Foucault’s notion that change in subject positions, or alterations in identities, requires practices of confessions and avowal and is thus an active, reflective identity work. The two parts of the framework are connected through the notion by Trowler and Cooper (2002), among others, that TLRs are, in practice, much about subjectivities in interaction and that teaching and learning generally are identity constitutive.

Practicing TLR in the classroom – an introduction week

With the epistemological and pedagogical guidelines discussed above, we welcomed a group of almost 60 new students from all continents except Australia. We did the same with almost 100 students again in the year after. For a week, we worked through the TLR fundamentals together with them. The schedule for the introduction week is shown in Figure 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>L. Course Introduction</td>
<td>IW: Read three journal articles, and write an individual paper, summary of the three papers</td>
<td>L. Academic integrity</td>
<td>L. Group work, techniques for inclusion, conflict making</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>10:00 Upload paper on digital platform</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>IW: Read a master’s thesis</td>
<td>WS: Instructions for seminars</td>
<td>WS: On master’s thesis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>WS: Feedback on paper on three journal articles</td>
<td>WS: On master’s thesis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Introduction week on international master’s programme.
The stipulated knowledge aims of the programme were that the students should:

- Be aware of and reflect upon present learning regimes in the student’s prior academic studies.
- Be familiar with the theoretical foundations of the learning regimes present in the Master’s programme, paying particular attention to views on knowledge, cognitive dissonance, conceptual change, motivation, and the distinction between surface learning and deep learning.
- Be familiar with the practice-based foundations of the learning regimes present in the Master’s programme with a particular focus on seminar culture, critical comments, active listening, rule techniques and confirmation techniques.
- Be able to operationalise the learning regime by trying out different examination forms used in the particular Master’s programme.
- Be knowledgeable regarding the demands on academic honesty in the Master’s programme.
- Be able to show valuation capability relating to academic honesty in different evaluation situations.

The students were informed about how we, the teachers, understand the TLR at the department. Four main points were stressed. Firstly, cognitive dissonance is a way to learning development, and teachers, therefore, will not offer simple solutions to complex issues. Secondly, each student is their own meaning-maker, and most interactions thus require student independence. Thirdly, learning is a collective endeavour, and active oral participation in seminars and workshops is therefore expected. Fourthly, deep learning is prioritised over surface learning, which is generally unproductive.

The work tasks each student was expected to do were the following:

- Read three journal articles with particular relevance for the first course.
- Write a reflective text on the three journal articles that indicates deep learning.
- Design an exam for the three journal articles showing deep learning.
- Perform peer review of an examination.
- Try out an oral exam (about research on learning).
- Read and understand the structure of a Master’s thesis.
- Practice seminar culture (discussing the aforementioned Master’s thesis).
- Write a short essay reflecting on their own learning experiences over the first week of the introduction programme.

As can be seen schematically in Figure 1, the international Master’s students had to critically reflect on journal articles (applying a deep learning approach), orient themselves, and try out forms of examinations and grading systems commonly used at the department. The students were further introduced to group work, how to create inclusive seminars and seminar culture in general. Throughout the programme, time was reserved for discussion, reflection and feedback on work tasks, understandings, and performances. Academic honesty, including how to avoid plagiarism, was also addressed. Repeatedly, it was revealed that many students were not familiar with the different themes brought up during the introduction. Not all students had read, or even fewer had synthesised journal articles before, been encouraged to make critical remarks on academic literature, done an oral exam, etc. Afterwards, 46 students handed in one to two pages of reflection the first year, and 55 students the second year (the submission of the reflection paper was not mandatory). These reflections are of different depths and lengths and are consequently a heterogeneous material, something that may be a weakness in the material. The students were also quite tired after an intensive first week and had not perhaps fully digested their own reflections when they wrote the evaluations/reflections. We considered follow-up with focus group interviews some months later, but that idea was never followed through. In hindsight, that is regrettable as that added empirics would have given the study a richer and more contemplative material to work from. Nevertheless, most of the reflections are written in a style and in a tone that often indicates a sensation of epistemological revelation that offers enough food-for-thought on this occasion.

**Students’ reflections/confessions on the first encounter with a new university**

The students’ reflections from the introduction week were thematised into three themes, to follow the framework. The first was regarding the students’ reflections on their awareness of the TLR they “had brought with them” to the new university. The second theme was how they understood and related to their understanding of the TLR at a new university. As these two themes are so intertwined, they have been integrated into the following subsection. The third theme was how they understood and expressed their academic identity and their own (present and future) identity work in relation to finding themselves in a new university setting. These three themes are discussed in the following two subsections; the third theme is addressed in the second subsection. To preserve anonymity, the students are only identified with a number (Student 1 – Student 101).

**Encountering a new teaching and learning regime**

For nearly all of the students, the introduction week made them realise that it is possible to identify something that can be labelled as a TLR (or, for some, a particular teaching
Knowledge is not right or wrong and the teacher is not an authority who conveys what is right and true". This assertion I would have debated previously considering the fact that my former educational system has been structured in the opposite way. However, upon retrospection during the lectures, one thing came to mind that my former educational system somewhat hindered our level of creative thinking as we were required to think towards the expectation and requirement of "Authority" (This is not an attempt to denigrate the former educational system) (Student 1, original emphasis).

Another student wrote:

Indeed, it reflects on me in a very helpful and positive way. It made me think more about learning using my intellectual insights and being creative, which I wasn’t used to in my former education. It enlightened me in a way that I can make explicit learning through using the learning regimes and aid me to pass all the challenges that I could face and obstruct my studying (Student 94).

In these reflections, the TLR of their new university always came as more empowering, which makes confessional sense (signifying that my decision to apply for this new university was a good decision). But what shines through in the reflections is the promise of being allowed to ‘have a voice’ and express creative agency in the classroom, as the learning interaction is designed differently, the classroom culture being of a more informal character than described previously:

Unquestionably, the study culture has hit me the hardest. I came from a country where professors literally reveal and inform students regarding important topics and which subject matter is expected to be on the exams. Most of the time, we learned by memorising and repeating... I also enjoyed the fact that I can freely express my thoughts, and ideas, or even criticise articles provided by the professors.

In my previous university, when teachers provide us with case studies to learn about particular things. They themselves have already decided on the solutions for each case, and it is a matter for us to match their solutions...This, in my opinion, acts like a force constraining us from being creative (Student 23).

In practice, many students with an academic background outside Europe were unfamiliar with more collaborative learning practices like the seminar and group work in general. One Chinese student, for instance, argued that "most forms of Chinese undergraduate classes are in the form of lectures, with few discussions and presentations. It was my first time to contact the workshops and seminars" (Student 70). Another student claimed that "The seminar ... was a new learning activity that I experienced in my education, and even though it seemed in the beginning kind of easy, I could see that all participants encountered obstacles when speaking or clarifying their point of view with each other" (Student 13). For some, the very notion of learning as a collective endeavour was a difficult idea to tackle: "The concept of using each other to approach deep learning was one of the most difficult things to learn because I always thought that learning is produced within oneself, it will be useful during the different seminars as well as motivate us to make the best of us during the Master's duration (Student 67). The new insight into the distinction between surface and deep learning helped the students to conceptualise the experienced differences between TLRs. As one student wrote:

I’ve also taken with me that there are different levels of learning, surface and deep learning. Using your knowledge in a deeper way is to be able to work your knowledge or material in a deeper way which helps you understand the information better, for example, by analysing, synthesising and finding meaning to it (Student 18).

For some students, the distinction between TLRs that stress surface learning or deep learning became the most tangible difference between the TLR they encountered at their former university and that of the new university: “In fact, the learning regime in my country, especially in schools is depending basically on the surface approach of learning, so it is enough to read and memorise ready material without any addition or criticism from your end, and you will surely pass with high grades” (Student 79). And: “After one week of activities, I have more understanding of the learning regime of deep approach. Compared to the education system in western countries, especially in X, the learning regime in Asia tends to be more like the surface approach” (Student 29). Several students realised that the emphasis on deep learning at their new university required them to be more analytical and critical in their learning approach and not to rely on memorising content: “The most important insight for me during the first week was that Master’s study would make me think, in a way more critical than before. In my former studies, I was used to learning passively and only conformed to the instructions given without thinking why’ (Student 71).
This new agency initially created uncertainty and anxiety among several students. "I have been very stressed out due to confusion about what's expected of me. I have been used to surface learning and a system where there is right and wrong. I've mostly just studied for the stuff that I need to know for the exam" (Student 44). Another student confessed, "The early days of the course were full of confusion for me. The education system has many fundamental differences from my previous experiences" (Student 38). Another student admitted that:

This 1st week was very challenging. As I belong to that part of the world where no concepts like an introductory week or learning regime exist, I was very confused on the 1st day, even worried about the course and this Master's program; how can I manage this, as this is something very new (Student 57).

But as the students had also been informed about the phenomena of cognitive dissonance, they could conceptualise these feelings in a reflexive vocabulary. Student 1 again (see above): 'The aforementioned points are the subject areas that I identified with, and this, I must admit, nearly threw me into a state of cognitive dissonance as the system of studies sharply contradicts that of my home country'.

Not only were students familiar with drastically different TLRs surprised during the introduction week. Also, students, perhaps with a notion that they would experience the new university as a familiar place, expressed surprising revelations:

As I came to X, I did not expect that there would be big differences in the learning culture between X and my university in Germany ... The biggest difference is the research orientation of the programme (or of the university). After the first week and getting explained the meaning of deep approach reading and learning, my Bachelor studies seemed like surface learning with memorising, writing an exam and forgetting what you have learned, so without deep knowledge (Student 69).

It thus seems like students with a familiarity with the dominant TLRs of universities in northern Europe can also gain from the very practice of pedagogical meta-reflections on teaching and learning. For sure, there are differences between Master's and Bachelors' programmes, as well as between universities with different research and teaching traditions, and perhaps also even between departments. Also, the context, in this case, a multicultural and international student class, was a new context for most of the students, many apparently having experienced relatively more culturally homogenous classrooms:

There are different ways of learning, and the previous week has been a roller coaster for me. By a roller coaster, I mean understanding different ways of learning by my professors and classmates from other backgrounds and cultures. ... As I have been studying at another Scandinavian university, there are similarities in the way of understanding the meaning of learning (Student 33).

One of the most important aspects of the regime is the positioning of a student in the studying process ... As I have been already studying here for three years now, I have a clear understanding of what the ‘X’ regime’ includes in itself. However, I haven't looked at the study processes and the reasons for the will to become successful from the perspective of different types of motivations (Student 45).

Contrasting with this, some students evaluated the introduction week as days with no significant added knowledge for them personally, even if they could appreciate and see the need for such a week for others (something that in itself also is a valuable insight, we would argue):

All in all, the first introduction week was, for me personally, a repetition of already known approaches and methods. Having studied at universities with a similar learning environment, there was not really something completely new for me... But overall, I think that it was very helpful for students that are used to different learning approaches (maybe from outside Europe) (Student 22).

As one student asked, "All this raises a question in my head, 'Why this very important key is not given to all types of students all over the world in the first week of the study year?' It will surely make their life easier" (Student 79). In a way, this is a logic that corresponds to the increased audit and evaluation culture that saturates contemporary neoliberal higher education and possibly also, in the continuation, to an instrumental approach to knowledge and higher education. The students surely realise that mastering the courses in the programme requires deep learning and an awareness of the nature and grammar of the formal frameworks the teaching must follow.

*Realising the need for change in subjectivity/identity*

A combined reading of the students' reflections makes it striking how a confessional tone shines through. From a more critical perspective, the introduction week could very well be seen as a practice of the subjectification of the neoliberal university student, transforming them into a finetuned biopolitical subject (we will come back to this in the Conclusion). Many of the students made their reflections or confessions applying the vocabulary the lectures and seminars on teaching and learning in higher education had afforded them, appropriating terms and deploying concepts such as the distinction between surface and deep learning:

After the first week's lectures, I became more aware of the fact that I needed to change my previous learning style so that I can fit in better into the teaching regime and attain a more satisfying outcome from the course. I used to memorise concepts, definitions, and important facts and data. I realised that sometimes I was just trying to form a temporary impression through repetition only to pass the exams. Those knowledges were soon forgotten because I never went deep into it. They are like randomly arrayed words that don't make any sense to me. But now, I
must chew on what I have learned, make reflections, and relate to other sources as much as possible. I agree that simply memorising and repeating is the least efficient way of learning (Student 72).

Another student reasoned similarly:

It was interesting to realise during the lecture that all along, I have been comfortable with the *surface approach* to learning. However, after the various sessions, I feel more challenged to move out of my comfort zone and adapt the *Deep approach* to learning, which will not only increase my level of knowledge but enhance my thinking abilities to be able to apply the knowledge acquired and see things from different perspectives ... It will definitively take time for me to adjust to this new system of studies, but I know it’s for my own self-development and enhancement (Student 1, original emphasis).

Other cognitive and epistemological models and tools like the VARK model, outlining different learning modalities (visual, aural, read/write, and kinesthetic sensory modalities; see Fleming & Miles, 1992) were also discussed with students, as well as concepts like intrinsic and extrinsic motivation: “For instance, our learning styles are recognised by VARK categories, and it will certainly help us to know ourselves better and to choose a specific way of learning in need to study something more efficiently or to improve some kind of studying skills especially” (Student 26). The awareness of the need to adjust to a specific TLR made the students conscious that they needed to change as persons or leave their “comfort zone” as several remarked. As one student wrote:

The lectures covering the different approaches to learning and reading academic material have been particularly important in my case as they have helped me analyse my personal flaws with an objective and critical eye. ... Hence, I will have to learn further the skill of synthesising arguments in order to cover broadly the framework and in-depth some topics within the word-counts boundaries given by the lecturer (Student 5).

Another student, writing in a more abstract style, admitted the need to embrace change, being aware that it is not an easy or painless process:

Learning regimes partly comes back to motivation and striving to make sense of things. It can be good when you’re studying to be aware of cognitive dissonance and embrace it. It’s in this gap where you find that there might be contradictory ideas to your understanding. But that could be what you need in order to challenge your understanding that you have of something at that moment (Student 18).

For one student, this transformation becomes even an existential process, even a new state of being:

I see this growth as being part of a concept which is very dear to me, that of convulsion – revolution – evolution, in which fundamental changes occur when one either subjects him/her-self or is subjected to specific events which uproot and shake the core of one’s own value system, forcing to readress, redesign or even create a completely new value system, evolving into a new state of being through this transformation process (Student 32).

For many students, this process of de- and re-subjectification started with confessing their weaknesses. For some, their admitted weak command of English was a starting point: “The past week has not been easy for me. This week made me realise that my English ability can’t well support my Master’s studies, especially my speaking and writing abilities. In the future, I will take time to practice, for example, to communicate with my classmates and imitate what Ted speakers say” (Student 68). Another student confessed similarly, admitting a weak command of English that presaged a sense of inadequacy and a need for more practice:

I feel I still need a lot of effort to keep up with my classmates. First of all, my English is lower than my classmates. In class, sometimes, I still don’t understand what the teacher is saying. It also caused me to read the article very slowly, and the reaction was slower than others. I feel a sense of crisis now, so I think that the first step should be to integrate myself into the classroom, to practice more, to spend more time reading the literature, and to exercise more about speaking and listening on weekdays (Student 70).

A primal ambition among many students was to be more active, even proactive, in their interaction with peers and teachers. One student promised that: ‘From now on, the first step for me is to alter myself from a passive to an active learner and create my own learning experience because everything I do is for personal improvement instead of simply increasing knowledge so that I am able to maintain my thirst and being curious to learn all the time’ (Student 98).

But not all students realised they wanted to be more talkative and proactive. One student professed that:

This week was helpful ... To me, it also gave me a chance to work on myself and my personal approach and tactics. I was once a very dominant and vocal young person, but with time and maturity, I have recognised my own faults and have been trying to work them over time... I grew up in an environment where I adopted a dominant and vocal approach that I have been working on to finetune and improve now that I am older and better understand myself and what is expected from me (Student 41).
In the last citation, we can see that the students' reflections not only relate to different transformations of the self in the art of living through written confessions and avowals but also can be interpreted as tentative ways to take care of the self, as the students were by now well aware that they were a multicultural group of international students who were “in it together”. This awareness was expressed in different ways thus. One student, admitting her shyness, simultaneously recognised the shyness of many of her peers: “We acted with professionalism and respect as well with shyness, that we had to overcome as it was part of the activity to let everyone mention something regarding this matter” (Student 13). Another student, quite emotionally, disclosed that:

For the first time in my life, I was panicky and went through 60 pages over a night and then realised I was not alone during this journey. I am not the only one struggling with the workload, new life, new language or new relationship. Ironically, on the one hand, I screamed inside due to so many things coming. All is new and hard to digest right away. On the other hand, I tried to calm my friends down when I saw them in a panic like me (Student 80).

On the other hand, one student, almost in a dissecting way, summarised the formation of a group identity and their role in this process:

In the course of the seminar and the first week of classes, I’ve realised I am also going through a change as my learning experience surpasses the boundaries of what is being taught in class. All of this results in a deeper understanding of my colleagues as a group and as individuals, as well as my values and expectations in what concerns my interactions with the group. This new social integration brings to light the type of behaviours I’m expected to have as an integrant part of the class now, how I affect. I am affected by others’ behaviors, partaking in the creation of the group identity, and accepting new values and routines. I find myself frequently reflecting on how my interaction needs to be fitted to the new role I am expected to perform (Student 32).

Consequently, several students realised that their change of subject position or identity, particularly but not exclusively in relation to their role as university students, was a relational process and not only an individual endeavour: “Additionally, this multicultural classroom that we have also allows me to gain different perspectives and learn new things unlike I have ever experienced before. Understanding these cultural differences will help me grow as a person and professional’ (Student 23). Increased awareness and the co-creation of knowledge became tangible in the seminars and discussions: “The whole discussion was very critical, and everyone tried to be active and make a contribution. As everyone has their own methods of learning, ways of thinking and perspectives of viewing, I learned from finding out what was neglected by me before when listening to others and realised the value of sharing our various backgrounds and experience” (Student 26). For this co-creation of knowledge to work and for the individual to find an acknowledged place in the group, some subjective traits are, however, necessary:

At the same time, I realised that the respect you receive from other people depends on the degree of how much effort you put into your reading, thinking and preparing section. It means if you have sufficient resources from your summary and critical thinking, you have more capability to agree or disagree with other people’s opinions on different topics (Student 88).

In the second year, one student from the year before visited the new year’s newcomers at the introduction week to tell his experiences after one year in the university, embedded in an entirely new TLR. His performance also worked as a declaration that the students are a collective as well as individuals: “Then we got to meet (the student from the year before) and it got us thinking, because I was not alone to having these feelings, there were more in the class with those thoughts” (Student 75), becoming a sort of role model in the process:

Having the possibility to listen to his testimony motivated me even more to keep learning and maintaining my enthusiasm for the program. He made an outstanding and emotional presentation about some of the academic and personal concerns that sometimes we are unable to share with professors or colleagues openly, and that might result in low performances. I believe that he became a role model to many of us (especially international students from third world countries) who felt identity with his words and development (Student 77).

Conclusion

In this paper, we have recapitulated and discussed the applicability of the TLR outside its original context. TLR, initially outlined by Trowler and Cooper in 2002 and applied widely in research on higher education, was meant as a model or tool that could envision and make tangible teachers’ inherent pedagogical imaginations and teaching practices for themselves. In our case, we presented and discussed the existence and forms of different TLRs with Master students, making them aware that: a) different teachers and universities have different TLRs and b) that their prior university studies de facto inculcate them into a particular habitus (Bourdieu, 1990) with a distinct TLR. In our practice, we brought a pedagogical model and approach from the “backstage”, i.e., the internal discourse and pedagogical courses for university teachers led by higher research and education scholars and pedagogues. We then took this pedagogical model (TLR) to the “frontstage”, the classroom and the students. The question of whether this is a constructive approach needs to be anchored in additional research, even if our understanding of this take is a positive one. Before that, however, we need to have a more ethical discussion regarding this case, as it is no doubt that this has been not only an “experiment” in pedagogy but also an “experiment” in the conduct of power.

From a pragmatic point of view, “everyone” seems pleased with the introduction week, both students and teachers alike. In sum, the week offered students a key to use or a template to apply to be better prepared for the forthcoming Master's
programme. It gave the students insights and tools to get a good start in the Master’s programme, reducing the risk of failure in the very first course of the programme. A majority of the students did not pass the first exam on the first course in both years. Still, they expressed confidence that they could manage it eventually as they could conceptualise and grasp why they had not passed (they had not yet embraced the university’s TLR, but did not know what to do about it). But from the Foucauldian framework used in this paper, it is inevitable that we, the teachers, functioned as pedagogical pastors or priests, eliciting and encouraging confessions and avowals from the students. Again, we are reminded that power is never absent from the classroom, even if the education is filled with benevolent intentions (Brookfield et al., 2022).

We also need to be aware that this process of confession and avowal encourages a movement of the students’ subject position that, in the end, may result in a more homogeneous and rectified body of students with similar practices and ways of reasoning regarding university knowledge, pedagogy, and proper behaviour in the classroom, imposing Foucauldian disciplinary power over the minds and the bodies of international students. At least these are conclusions or indications that can be found in critical management studies that have applied a Foucauldian take on how corporation and public sector organisations have attempted through education and internal training of employees (Skålén & Fougère, 2007; Skålén, 2010). Common ideas within service marketing include the belief that employees can improve their performance by following decided guidelines and procedures when interacting with customers, resulting in performance excellence. However, when every service worker follows the same script and procedure, the conduct becomes homogeneous and eventually regarded as standard (rather than excellent) by the customers (Skålén & Fougère, 2007). At the same time, there is a disciplinary pressure on the employees, resulting in some of them not feeling they fit into the organisation any longer (Skålén, 2010).

Consequently, there is a need to admit that pedagogical approaches like the one described in the paper might as well be a timid tool in the further neoliberalisation of the universities, as it might encourage an instrumental and streamlined behaviour among students that otherwise, as a group, would have a more heterogeneous and diverse set-up of practices and imaginations to apply in their daily work at the universities. One might be provoked to wonder if such an outcome might possibly restrict learning and constrain knowledge. Given such high stakes, the question of if this is a probable outcome of self-scrutinising pedagogical practices and performances among university students in an international context calls for further consideration.

What we can argue, thus, is that admitting and declaring these ‘hidden’ power effects of even a benevolent pedagogy, like the case presented above, to the students could be of benefit to them. That requires a short introduction of Foucault’s ideas but helps the students to further contextualise and understand their place as learning subjects at the neoliberal university (and in the continuation of a neoliberal society). Being open with the ‘hidden’ role of the benevolent university teacher is being honest about the societal ecology teachers and students are engulfed in. As we see it, it could not be something negative.

As a more practical recommendation, in order to follow up and assist students in facing the challenges of a different TLR (and not only reflect on these challenges), we suggest that teachers render the workings of the TLR visible to students in the classroom, revealing the institutional and epistemological assumptions underpinning the design of teaching and learning activities. This calls for not only a reflexive capacity on the part of both teachers and students but also a willingness to set aside traditional role relations, and their implicit power differentials, in favour of a more equal footing as mutual subjects of the TLR. One practical step is simply to openly reflect upon and invite conversations with students about how the TLR affects teaching and learning practices, including course design, lesson plans, examinations, and grading. These revelatory moments might occur in discussions of course design logics at introductory lectures at the commencement of courses and in discussions of assessment logics and grading schemes when presenting information about upcoming assessment tasks during courses. Revelatory moments may even be activated through feedback comments on assessment tasks, improving the quality of feedback by offering insight into the logic of the TLR shaping form of evaluation and its grading (Nicol et al., 2014; Orrell, 2006).

Rendering the practical workings of the TLR present in everyday teaching and learning practices not only empowers students to navigate the conditions of their learning environment better but also serves to enhance the relevance of learning by enabling students to gain insight into the underlying rationality of the TLR guiding teaching and learning activities. Both support students’ learning. Revelatory moments effectively transform the learning context, practically empowering students to be more active and effective in their learning, aligning with the expression of democratic values undergirding participatory course design (Bergmark & Westman, 2016). These revelatory moments also work to de-mystify learning tasks and enhance the perceived relevance of teaching and learning activities, aligning to andragogic approaches which highlight that for adult learners, engagement in learning turns on understanding the relevance of learning activities (Knowles et al., 2015).
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